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Abstract. The article presents a closed-form formula for solving a weakly singular surface integral with a linear current source distribution
associated with the SIE-MoM formulation used for solving electromagnetic (EM) problems. The analytical formula was obtained by transforming
the surface integral over a triangular domain into a double integral, and then directly determining formulas for the inner and outer integrals. The
solution obtained is marked by high computational efficiency, high accuracy, and very simple implementation. The derived formula, in contrast
to the currently available formulas, consists of quantities that have a clear and simple geometric interpretation, related to the geometry of the
computational domain.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of EM fields on the surface of a scatterer (e.g.
a conducting body) using the SIE-MoM approach (surface inte-
gral equation – method of moments) involves weakly singular
surface integrals. Such integrals arise when the observed field is
determined in the source region, i.e. when the observation point
and the source point coincide (|r− r′| → 0).

The problem of the appearance of a weakly singular kernel of
the integral function appears not only in EM problems, but also
in other fields of engineering, for example in microwave tech-
nique [1], avionics [2], in finding wave propagation and elas-
ticity in acoustics [3], in problems of heat transfer and when
describing wave distribution on the water surface, etc.

This paper uses as an example the evaluation of the so-called
scattered fields (radiating fields) over a scatterer, describing
a new analytical solution of weakly singular static potential in-
tegrals with a linearly varying current source distribution over
a triangular domain. Most of the integration methods described
in the literature are applied to the so-called reaction integrals,
which involve integrating the subintegral function twice over
the surface of the same triangle or two different triangles. In the
case of the calculation of radiated fields, there is only one sur-
face integral, which does not help solve the singularity problem
at all.

Although many analytical and numerical methods for com-
puting singular surface integrals over a triangular domain are
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known, much attention is still given to this problem. The main-
stream of research is concerned with increasing the accuracy of
computation while reducing the required computational com-
plexity. In most practical applications (e.g. in CAD simula-
tors), the so-called regular (non-singular) surface integrals are
computed using various types of cubature and quadrature, with
Gauss-Legendre quadratures being most commonly used [4–8].
This approach gives sufficiently accurate results when comput-
ing radiated fields far from a given EM field source distribu-
tion, i.e. in the far field. Unfortunately, the accuracy of Gauss-
Legendre quadratures decreases dramatically when the obser-
vation point of the radiated field is close to the EM field source
distribution or even when it lies in the EM field source re-
gion [7]. In this case, it is necessary to use special integration
methods based on so-called adaptive cubature/quadrature or an-
alytical integration methods.

There are several methods for obtaining an analytic repre-
sentation of singular integrals over a triangular domain. Best-
known methods include: the method of singularity subtrac-
tion [9–12]; the method of singularity cancellation [4–8,13,14];
the method of integration using power series [15]; and the
method using integral theorems in vector analysis (e.g. the di-
vergence theorem [9, 10] or Stokes’ theorem [16]).

In the method of singularity subtraction, the singular part of
the subintegral function is subtracted from this function and the
separated singular integral (static part of the potential) is de-
termined in closed form. The remaining integral (the dynamic
part of the potential) is calculated numerically [8–10, 12]. For
example, in [9, 10] it is shown that the analytical form of the
singular integral can be determined using the divergence theo-
rem, which allows for the transformation of the surface integral
to a contour integral along the perimeter of a triangle.
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In turn, in the method of singularity cancellation, the main
accent is on the transformation to a local coordinate system
such that the Jacobian of the transformation cancels the sin-
gularity [4, 7, 13, 14]. On the other hand, in [6] singularity
cancellation was obtained by means of a special substitution
with one of the integration variables, which made the subinte-
gral function analytical in the integration domain. The authors
used this fact to numerically compute the integral using Gauss-
Legendre quadrature (they did not derive closed-form formu-
las). In contrast, paper [8] presents a method for regularization
of a surface singular integral using generalized Duffy transfor-
mation to remove the singularity in the integrand. This idea
has been extended in [13], and then in [7, 14], where an ex-
tension of the singularity removal scheme was proposed, con-
sisting of a sequence of coordinate transformations of the in-
tegral domain (triangle) in combination with a change of the
order of integration. Generally, the method of singularity can-
cellation has more advantages than the method of singularity
subtraction [6].

The method of integration using series consists of the trans-
formation of the subintegral function into a power series [15].
In this case, the form of the transformed subintegral function
and the accuracy of calculations depend on the number of terms
of the series included in the integral function expansion. The
advantage of this method is the small number of integration
domain transformations necessary to determine the coefficients
used in the final analytical formula.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that analytical methods doc-
umented in the literature are not always simple to implement.
For example, the method of transforming the surface integral to
the contour integral using Stokes’ theorem, described in [17],
leads to numerous closed formulas. Unfortunately, the way they
are derived is not clear, and the resulting relations are compli-
cated and computationally intensive, even compared to numer-
ical methods.

The main drawback of the above-mentioned integration
methods stems from complicated computational domain trans-
forming procedures, which lead to high computational com-
plexity. Moreover, these methods have been developed mainly
for calculating singular reaction integrals [7,8,13,14,17] rather
than singular radiation integrals. To the authors’ knowledge,
there are no publications describing (in an accessible way) an-
alytical formulas for calculating the singular integral for the
static part of the magnetic vector potential generated by a lin-
ear time-harmonic current density distribution on a plane tri-
angular surface. Generally, closed-form formulas are available
in [4, 9, 10, 15, 16], however, their implementation is difficult
without a clear understanding of the integration method being
applied. In this paper, we propose a new analytical formula to
calculate the singular integral for the static part of the magnetic
vector potential generated by a linear current source density dis-
tribution over a triangle. The proposed formula is expressed in
terms of quantities with a very simple geometric interpretation.
Our formula is computationally more efficient than the formu-
las described in other works. The derivation of this formula is
based on the removal of singularities by dividing the domain of
integration into three smaller sub-domains [4,7,13,14], and then

applying a double transformation of the computational domain.
First, a transformation from a global Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem XY Z to the local rectangular coordinate system UV β is ef-
fected, followed by transformation to the polar coordinate sys-
tem ρϕ . We present a description of each transformation step,
the derivation of the final analytical formulas, and their verifi-
cation. In addition, we show the influence of the choice of the
local coordinate system UV β on the form of the final formula
for calculating the singular integral. To ensure reproducibility
of the results of our work and to provide comparative results,
the proposed method has been compared with the state-of-the-
art method described in [10].

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The scattered (radiated) field Es on the surface of a 3-D ob-
ject can be determined using the magnetic vector potential A
induced by the time-harmonic current density distribution Js on
the surface of this object [18]. Current density distribution can
be found, for example, by using the SIE-MoM approach, with
a piece-wise linear approximation of Js over triangular subdo-
mains. The simplest form of this approximation is based on the
so-called roof-top basis functions [19,20]. A single vector roof-
top basis function describes linear current source density distri-
bution over pairs of adjacent triangular elements T+

n and T−n , as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The function is defined as follows [19–22]:

Bn
(
r′
)
=



ln
2S+n
·ρ+ (r′) r′ ∈ T+

n ,

ln
2S−n
·ρ− (r′) r′ ∈ T−n ,

0 otherwise,

(1)

where ln denotes the length of the common edge of the pair of
triangles, ρ denotes the vector of position on the surface of the
given triangle, Sn denotes the area of the given triangle, and r′

is the position vector of the source point. In the following we
will focus on determining the value of the surface integral only
for the static part of the magnetic vector potential A, generated
by the linear distribution of the current density on the surface
of the triangle T+

n (in the case of T−n we proceed identically).

Fig. 1. The geometry of the current density distribution on T+
n , T−n
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After neglecting the scaling constants, the aforementioned inte-
gral takes the following form:

I0 =
∫∫
T+

n

ρ
+ (r′)
|r− r′|

dS′. (2)

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is based on the cancellation of the singu-
larity appearing at the vertex of the triangle that lies at the cen-
ter of the coordinate system. In this case, the cancellation takes
advantage of the Jacobian of the transformation of the integral
from the rectangular coordinate system to the polar coordinate
system, as shown in equation (3) (for T lying in the XY plane):

I =
∫∫
T

f (r′)
|r′|

dS′ =

ϕ2∫
ϕ1

ρ0(ϕ
′)∫

0

f (ρ ′)
ρ ′

ρ
′dρ

′ dϕ
′

=

ϕ2∫
ϕ1

ρ0(ϕ ′)∫
0

f
(
ρ
′) dρ

′ dϕ
′, (3)

where r′ describes the position vector of the source point,
f (r′) denotes the current density distribution function, while
the quantities appearing in the double integral on the right-hand
side of the equation are described in Fig. 2.

a)

b)

y

x

Singularity

Fig. 2. Illustration of a triangle for singularity cancellation method
in a subintegral function: a) the suitable triangle; b) the graph of an
example of the integral function f (r′) with singularity in the point w0.
The position of the source point is defined relative to the center of the
coordinate system. The singularity must be located at the vertex of the

triangle, which is located at the center of the coordinate system

The case described in equation (3) can be generated artifi-
cially by transferring the surface integration to a new coordinate
system, the center of which lies at the singular point w0 [4, 13].
Unfortunately, this approach requires controlling the limits of
integration in polar coordinates and considering different cases,
and the final formulas are in the form of complex trigonometric
expressions [13].

Our method is based on the same technique (see also [4–7,
13, 14]), but its implementation is different from the one en-
countered so far, leading to simplified final formulas. The new
method consists of four steps: (I) division of the domain of in-
tegration T+

n into three disjoint triangles T1, T2, and T3 in such
a way that the singular point w0 lies at a common vertex of
these triangles, as shown in Fig. 3; (II) applying the isopara-
metric transformation [23] to move to a local coordinate sys-
tem UV β , where the singular point w0 is located at the origin
of the coordinate system (Fig. 4a); (III) transformation of the
surface integral from the UV coordinate system to the polar co-
ordinate system ρϕ and then conversion of the surface integral
into a double integral (Fig. 4b); (IV) determination of analytical
formulas for the inner and outer integrals in the sequence.

Fig. 3. Division of the domain of integration T+
n into subdomains

T1, T2, and T3

We shall apply the described steps to the case where the ob-
servation point w0 lies exactly in the area of the domain of
integration T+

n , i.e. on the surface of a triangle. According to
the concept of singularity cancellation, in the first step, we di-
vide the computational domain into three triangles T1, T2, and
T3 in such a way that w0 lies at the vertex of each of them (see
Fig. 3). In this situation, equation (2) can be expressed as a sum
of integrals calculated for consecutive triangles Ti (i = 1, . . . ,3),
namely:

I0 =
N=3

∑
i=1

I0i , (4)

where I0i denotes the surface integral determined over Ti as in
equation (2). The numbering of the side lengths for each i-th
triangle starts from the outer side (li0) and then along successive
sides counterclockwise, i.e. li1 and li2 (see, e.g. T1 in Fig. 3).
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a)

b)

Fig. 4. Transformation of a triangle Ti (for i = 1): a) from the coordi-
nate system XY Z to the local UV β coordinate system; b) from the UV

coordinate system to polar coordinate system ρϕ

In the second step, we transform triangle Ti (e.g. i = 1) to
the local coordinate system UV β [7, 10] or rather to the UV
coordinate system, which spans the plane of triangle Ti. In this
transformation, we assume that the basis vector iβ i is perpen-
dicular to the plane of Ti and it is only needed to find the vector
ivi. In the UV coordinate system the observation point w0 is
the center of the coordinate system (see Fig. 4a). At this stage,
we do not yet assume a particular form of the transformation
XY Z→UV β . We only assume that the vectors r, r′ and ρ

+(r′

are expressed in the UV system using local vectors t i and q, as
shown in Fig. 3. In such a case, the integral I0i takes the follow-
ing form:

I0i =
∫∫
Ti

t i +q
|t i|

dA′, (5)

where |t i| = |r− r′|, wherein t i = iui · u′+ ivi · v′ is a vector de-
fined in the UV coordinates (i.e. in the local coordinates of the
triangle) by the following parametric equation with parameters
u′ and v′:

|t i|=
√∣∣iui

∣∣2 u′2 +2
(
iui · ivi

)
u′v′+

∣∣ivi
∣∣2 v′2 . (6)

Vectors iui and ivi are the basis vectors of the local UV coor-
dinate system of the i-th triangle (they are defined in the XY Z
coordinate system).

In the next step, we transform equation (5) from the lo-
cal UV coordinate system to the polar coordinate system ρϕ

and then transform I0i into a double integral [7]. Precisely,
this step deletes the singularities of the subintegral function.
Figure 4b shows the elements necessary to describe the lim-
its of integration in the double integral. In order to perform
the transformation, the variables in the UV coordinate system

should be expressed using new variables of the polar coordi-
nate system ρϕ , namely: u′ = ρ ′ · cos(ϕ ′), v′ = ρ ′ · sin(ϕ ′) and
t i = ρ ′ · cos(ϕ ′) · iui +ρ ′ · sin(ϕ ′) · ivi The transition to the dou-
ble integral in the polar coordinate system involves the Jacobian
J =

∣∣iui× ivi
∣∣ρ ′ dρ ′dϕ ′. Accordingly, equation (5) transforms

into equation (7) (see below), where Ai = |iui|2, Bi = |ivi|2,
Ci = 2

(
iui · ivi

)
are constants, and the upper limit of the inter-

nal integral is ρ0(ϕ
′) = Oi/[sin(ϕ ′)−Li cos(ϕ ′)], while Li and

Oi are coefficients of the equation of a line v′ =−Li ·u′+Oi in
the UV system, on which lies the side li0 of triangle Ti.

I0i =
∣∣iui× ivi

∣∣
·

ϕ2∫
ϕ1

ρ0(ϕ
′)∫

0

q+
[
iui cos(ϕ ′)+ ivi sin(ϕ ′)

]
·ρ ′√

Ai cos2(ϕ ′)+Ci cos(ϕ ′)sin(ϕ ′)+Bi sin2(ϕ ′)
dρ
′ dϕ

′,

(7)
The choice of basis vectors of the isoparametric transforma-

tion is arbitrary (there are infinitely many possibilities). In our
work, we discuss two cases. In Case I the basis vectors are de-
fined in such a way that the original triangle Ti is transformed
into a normalized triangle in the UV system, shown in Fig. 5a.
In Case II the basis vectors are orthonormal, and their definition
is taken from [10]. The triangle obtained in this case is shown
in Fig. 5b. The first transformation introduces fixed integration
limits to the double integral (regardless of the shape of the orig-
inal triangle), while the second transformation requires deter-
mining the integration limits for each new triangle from scratch

a)

b)

Fig. 5. Transformation of the triangle Ti (for i = 1) from the XY Z
coordinate system to the local UV : a) Case I – normalized (scaled)
triangle; b) Case II – a triangle with the original dimensions, with the

side l12 along the axis u
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(the limits are described by functions). The unit vectors iui and
ivi in Case I and Case II, respectively, are defined as follows (for
i = 1):

Case I iu1 =
w3−w2

2
−w0 , iv1 =

w3−w2

2
, (8a)

Case II iu1 =
w2−w0

|w2−w0|
, iv1 = iβ1× iu1 . (8b)

In both cases, the unit vector iβ i is normal to the surface
Ti and can be determined by the vector product of the vec-
tors defining the sides of the triangle Ti starting from vertex
w0. In these cases, the unit vectors iui and ivi (defined in the
original coordinate system) have the properties (9a) and (9b).
Equation (9a) describes the case illustrated in Fig. 5a, while
equation (9b) describes the case in Fig. 5b. Taking into account
the properties of the unit vectors, equation (7) takes the form
of (10a) and (10b), for Case I and Case II, respectively, where
the upper limit of inner integration in Case I is described by
the relation ρ0(ϕ

′) = 1/cos(ϕ ′), while in Case II by ρ0(ϕ
′) =

Oi/[sin(ϕ ′)−Li cos(ϕ ′)]. For i = 1, we have O1 = L1w2x and
L1 = w3y/(w2x−w3x), where coordinates w2 and w3 are deter-
mined in the UV system.

Case I
∣∣iui
∣∣ 6= ∣∣ivi

∣∣ 6= 1, (9a)

Case II
∣∣iui
∣∣= ∣∣ivi

∣∣= 1, (9b)

Case I

I0i = Si

·

π
4∫

− π
4

ρ0(ϕ
′)∫

0

q+
[
iui cos(ϕ ′)+ ivi sin(ϕ ′)

]
·ρ ′√

Ai cos2(ϕ ′)+Ci cos(ϕ ′)sin(ϕ ′)+Bi sin2(ϕ ′)
dρ
′dϕ
′,

(10a)
Case II

I0i =

ai∫
0

ρ0(ϕ
′)∫

0

(
q+
[
iui cos(ϕ ′)+ ivi sin(ϕ ′)

]
·ρ ′
)

dρ
′dϕ
′. (10b)

The final step is to analytically solve formula (10a) and
formula (10b) [24, 25]. After transformations and simplifica-
tions, these formulas take the form of equation (11a) and equa-
tion (11b), respectively.
Case I

I0i =
Si

2
√

Bi
·
[

ivi (li1− li2)√
Bi

+

+
iviCi

2Bi
ln(Di)+

(
iui +2q

)
ln(Ei)

]
, (11a)

Case II

I0i =
J2

i
2

[
Ji (ZiFi−Gi) ln

(
Xi +Yi (1− Ji)

Xi−Yi (1+ Ji)

)
+

+(Fi +ZiGi)

(
1

ZiHi−Ki
− 1

Zi

)]
. (11b)

In these formulas, the auxiliary variables are expressed by the
following relationships:

A′i =
√

Bili2 , (12a)

A′′i =
√

Bili1 , (12b)
B′i = A′′i +Ci +Bi , (12c)
B′′i = A′i +Ci−Bi , (12d)

Di =
B′′i (A

′′
i −Ci−Bi)

B′i (A
′
i−Ci +Bi)

, (12e)

Ei =
B′i
B′′i

, (12f)

Fi = O2
i iui−2OiLiq, (12g)

Gi = O2
i ivi +2Oiq, (12h)

Hi =
li2li1−2(pi− li2)(pi− li1)

li2li1
= cos(αi) , (12i)

Ji =
li2li0−2(pi− li2)(pi− li0)

li2li1
= cos(βi) , (12j)

Ki = 2Si/li2li1 = sin(αi) , (12k)

Si =
√

pi(pi− li2)(pi− li0)(pi− li1) , (12l)
Xi =−2Si/li2li0 =−sin(βi) , (12m)

Yi =

√
(pi− li2)(pi− li1)

pi (pi− li0)
= tan

(
αi

2

)
, (12n)

Zi =−
2Si

li2li0−2(pi− li2)(pi− li0)
=− tan(βi) , (12o)

where li0, li1, and li2 are lengths of sides of triangle Ti, pi is half
the perimeter of the triangle and Si is the area of the triangle.

Table 1 summarizes the quantities needed to calculate for-
mula (11a) and formula (11b). All these quantities can be ex-

Table 1
Comparison of the geometric quantities needed for calculating

equation (7) with M1, M2 and M3

No.
Quantities

M1 M2 M3

1 li0, li1, li2

2 q = w0−w1

3 iui, ivi

4 pi, Si Si

5
∣∣ivi
∣∣, ∣∣ivi

∣∣2 iβ i

6
(
iui · ivi

)
−

7 − Oi, Li −

8 − unit vectors ‖ to li0, li1, li2

9 − unit vectors ⊥ to li0, li1, li2

10 − distance btw. w0 and li0, li1, li2

11 − distance btw. w0 and vertexes of Ti

12 − derivatives and additional variables
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pressed by position vectors of vertices of triangle Ti (e.g. for
i = 1, we use w0, w2, and w3 defined in the XY Z coordinate
system).

4. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED
METHOD

To estimate the computational complexity of calculating inte-
gral I0i, the number of mathematical operations associated with
formula (11a) (method M1), formula (11b) (method M2) and
method of [10] (method M3) was estimated (see Table 2). The
total computational complexity when calculating a single inte-
gral I0i using M1, M2 and M3 is as follows:

M1 N = O
[
n2 (2√n+19

)]
, (13a)

M2 N = O
[
n2 (√n+41

)]
, (13b)

M3 N = O
[
n2 (√n+50

)]
, (13c)

where N describes the total computational complexity, whereas
n denotes the number of digits in the result of the calculation
under assumed precision of computations.

Table 2
Comparison of the mathematic operations needed for calculating

equation (7) with M1, M2 and M3

Operation
Computational complexity

big O notation [26]
Number of operations

M1 M2 M3

log(x) O(n2√n) 2 1 1

x · y O(n2) 12 27 27

x/y O
(
n2) 5 10 13

x2 O(n2) 1 2 7
√

x O(n2) 1 1 3

Total computational complexity N for
n = 16 digits:

6 912 11 520 12 800

It is worth adding that when calculating integral I0 in equa-
tion (2), the computational effort is 3×N. In our case, the dou-
ble precision of computations (n = 16) is used, and thus the
computational complexity of M1 is ca. 1.6 times smaller than
the computational complexity using M2, and ca. 2 times smaller
than the computational complexity using M3.

The actual ratio of computational complexity may be differ-
ent because the computational complexity of mathematical op-
erations depends on their implementation in a given processor,
and their execution time additionally depends on the operating
system used.

To confirm the above results, a computational experiment
was conducted to compare the computation speed using M1,
M2 and M3. All computations were performed in a MATHCAD
environment on a laptop computer (notebook) with an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-9750H processor type, with clock frequency of

2.60 GHz and an MS Windows 10 operating system. As a re-
sult of the tests, it was found that computation time for I0i using
M1 is approx. 1.4 times faster than the computation time using
M2 and approx. 2.2 times faster than the computation time us-
ing M3. The result obtained is close to the theoretical estimate.
The lower computational complexity of M1 is mainly due to the
lower amount of additional input data when compared to M2.
The same can be said for the formulas derived in [10], where it
is necessary to determine additional tangent and normal vectors
to the sides of the triangle Ti.

The real computational gain for M1 can be estimated us-
ing an example of a specific computational task performed in
the FEKO program, the well-known CAD tool in computa-
tional electromagnetics (CEM). As an example of the scattered
field calculation (Es) by the SIE-MoM method, a perfectly con-
ducted metal telecommunication container of the following di-
mensions: 10λ ×8.13λ ×9.41λ (i.e. 3.0×2.4×2.8) was ana-
lyzed at the frequency of 1 GHz. When performing the calcula-
tions, the FEKO tool replaced the metal object with an appropri-
ate calculation grid, which amounted to n = 167218 triangular
elements. Now, let us assume that the calculation of Es is done
in 50 different points, located on the surface of the object. Let
these points be located on the grid at the edge of adjacent trian-
gles. This means that the number of weakly singular integrals
for the calculations of Es equals 100 (2× 50), so equation (2)
must be calculated 100 times.

In this case, the estimated time of computation of the weakly
singular integral I0 for a single triangle using M1, M2 and M3
was 112.2 ms, 161 ms and 249.15 ms, respectively. In this sit-
uation the total time of computations of Es in 50 points on the
container under test would equal to 11.2 s, 16.1 s and 24.9 s,
respectively. The computation time for M1 is 1.4 times faster
than for M2 and ca. 2.2 times faster than for M3.

5. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
Three different triangles were selected to validate methods M1,
M2 and M3. The triangles were defined on the XY plane in or-
der to simplify calculations in MATLAB and MATHCAD. The
geometry of the triangles is shown in Fig. 6. The first triangle
(a), having the worst quality factor, was chosen from [7]. The
second one (b) was chosen arbitrarily. The last one (c), taken
from [6], is poorly defined in terms of computations.

In the validation of the proposed formulas, reference val-
ues were calculated using equations described in [10] (they
are widely accepted by the CEM community). For each of
the methods, the average time needed to calculate equation (2)
over one triangle was calculated. Additionally, internal proce-
dures (based on adaptive quadratures) available in MATLAB
and MATHCAD were also used. The validation results (see Ta-
bles 3–5) verify the excellent performance of M1 as compared
to the other methods, including formulas in [10]. The results
obtained using M1 and M2 and the method of [10] are identical
for all the triangles that were put to the test. It is worth noting
that there are still special points on the triangle at which not all
methods produce a result (e.g. triangle (c) at point w02). In addi-
tion, M2 has a drawback in the case of β = π/2. For this case,
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. The geometry of testing triangle with vertexes and testing (observation) points information

Table 3. Comparison of the results and the errors in calculating equation (2) with different methods for the triangle (a) in Fig. 6

No. Method
Observation point/ computational time [ms]

w01 t01 w02 t02 w03 t03

1. M1 0.30670736486 112.2 0.22278374635 109.5 0.32541552401 113

2. M2 0.30670736486 161.72 0.22278374635 164.3 0.32541552401 162.3

3. M3 0.30670736486 249.15 – 255.12 0.32541552401 247.13

4. MC 0.30670736485 987.15 0.22278374635 980.5 0.32541552400 984.4

5. ML 0.30670736560 301 0.22278334194 300 0.32541675338 302.1

Error

6. |M1–M3| 0

–

–

–

0

–7. |M1–MC| 1.0E-11 1.0E-11 2.0E-12

8. |M1–ML| 7.4E-10 4.4E-7 1.2E-6

9. |MC–ML| 2.7E-10 1.3E-7 8.4E-6

Abbreviations:

M1 – calculations using formula (11a) MC – calculations using MATHCAD
M2 – calculations using formula (11b) ML – calculations using MATLAB
M3 – calculations using method of [10]

Table 4. Comparison of the results and the errors in calculating equation (2) with different methods for the triangle (b) in Fig. 6

No. Method
Observation point/ computational time [ms]

w01 t01 w02 t02 w03 t03

1. M1 21.6868908606 106.05 7.30886615859 107.15 20.2498538853 106

2. M2 21.6868908606 155.55 7.30886615859 134.8 20.2498538853 157.17

3. M3 21.6868908606 256.65 7.30886615859 257.2 20.2498538853 253.31

4. MC 21.6868970507 300.2 7.30886614861 290.5 20.2499062820 295.02

5. ML 21.6865432312 227.05 7.30886622709 216.5 20.2498540221 220

Error

6. |M1–M3| 0

–

0

–

0

–7. |M1–MC| 6.2E-6 1.0E-8 5.2E-5

8. |M1–ML| 3.4E-4 6.9E-8 1.4E-7

9. |MC–ML| 2.7E-10 1.3E-7 8.4E-6
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Table 5
Comparison of the results and the errors in calculating equation (2) with different methods for the triangle (c) in Fig. 6

No. Method
Observation point/ computational time [ms]

w01 t01 w02 t02 w03 t03

1. M1 0.45039298059 112.1 0.20710678118 110.1 0.66103019026 111.23

2. M2 0.45039298059 145.65 – 142.35 0.66103019026 145

3. M3 0.45039298059 251.03 – 259.33 0.66103019026 252.43

4. MC 0.45039298059 599 0.20710678118 597.8 0.66103019026 600.2

5. ML 0.45039567842 280 0.20715678216 282 0.66103896578 281.3

Error

6. |M1–M3| 0

–

–

–

0

–7. |M1–MC| 0 0 0

8. |M1–ML| 2.7E-6 5.0E-5 8.8E-6

9. |MC–ML| 2.0E-6 4.0E-6 8.0E-6

the (11b) analytical formula does not give the correct answer
because it diverges. The absolute error calculated between our
formula, i.e. equation (11a), and the referenced one in [10] is
zero and depends only on the level of precision of the processor.
In turn, the differences in results obtained using our formula and
adaptive quadratures in MATLAB and MATHCAD are quite
considerable. It is worth noting that results produced by MAT-
LAB and MATHCAD differ quite considerably, too (see line
6 Table 5), however MATHCAD’s procedure for adaptive inte-
gration still seems more accurate than the MATLAB’s one.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed analytical formula (11a) (method
M1) for calculating the weakly singular integral of the static
vector potential with linearly varying current source distribu-
tion on the triangular surface. We confirmed the correctness
of the computer implementation of the derived formula and its
higher computational efficiency. The proposed formula is sim-
ple, making it possible to obtain high accuracy of calculations
with less computational complexity in comparison with for-
mula (11b) and the state-of-the-art formulas described in [10].

The quantities used in formula (11a) have a simple geometric
interpretation, which facilitates correct implementation of the
formula.
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